Future-Proof Your Workforce

Meet Degreed

Organizations today need to support their employees with the necessary tools and education to curate the right development opportunities. With Phenom and Degreed, you can gain key insights and engage with tools to align your employees’ skills with business imperatives, elevate your workforce to foster career progression, and thrive in this new era of business.

Phenom + Degreed Partnership Integration

Degreed fosters innovation through learning among enterprises. In one fluid experience, their learning platform can help identify the skills employees have and build the skills they need — through individual, collaborative, and experiential modes of learning — to drive individual and business results.

- Personalize Coursework Recommendations: Illuminate opportunities to help employees achieve their next career step
- Automate Profile Updates: Automatically add new skills upon completion of coursework
- Improve AI Matching Abilities: Discover new career opportunities based on completed coursework
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Empower your Employees

From job recommendations based on skills and interests to creating customized career paths, Phenom empowers employees with greater visibility and opportunity. Additionally, employers can improve retention and engage employees with the tools they need to find internal opportunities, refer talent, and stay connected.

For organizations already using the Phenom Talent Experience Management platform (TXM), our AI-powered Talent Marketplace and Degreed’s integration will illuminate upskilling opportunities to help personalize the unique career path of every employee.

Boost your fit score by learning new skills

Discover the Power of Phenom + Degreed

Book a Demo